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Unless you’ve been living underground for 
the last couple of years, you know that 
the Nintendo Wii has taken the gaming 

world by storm. Wii consoles, games, and ac-
cessories fly off the shelves faster than they can 
be restocked, and enterprising resellers make a 

tidy profit hawking the Wii on 
eBay. Not only that, the Wii has 
brought a new demographic to 
gaming. Its appeal isn’t limited 
to males ages 15 to 30; moms, 
older adults, and whole families 
also enjoy the games. The Wii’s 
unique style of input and the 
types of games that can use this 
input make gaming on the Wii a 
unique experience.

What makes the Wii special 
is its 3D user interface (3D UI). 
It employs not only 3D graphics 
(like all modern gaming con-
soles) but also innovative spatial-

input devices that can sense how the user moves 
them. The gamer can swing his or her arm to roll a 
bowling ball, point directly at the screen to grab an 
object, or punch the air to win a boxing match.

Although playing with the Wii is the first time 
that many people have seen or experienced a 3D 
UI, research in this area has been around for many 

years. Researchers in fields such as VR and aug-
mented reality (AR), human-computer interaction, 
computer graphics, and human-factors engineering 
have all wrestled with difficult questions about the 
design, evaluation, and application of 3D UIs.

What 3D interaction techniques work best for 
important tasks such as navigation and manipu-
lation? How should we design 3D input devices? 
What are the most appropriate mappings between 
3D input devices, displays, and interaction tech-
niques? How can we integrate multiple 3D tech-
niques into a seamless 3D UI? These questions, 
and many others, make 3D UIs an exciting area 
with a wide variety of open issues.

As the Wii demonstrates, 3D UI research is more 
relevant than ever. As a result, the 3D UI com-
munity has been expanding and coalescing—the 
IEEE Symposium on 3D User Interfaces, first held 
in 2006, is one piece of evidence for this. In this 
article, leading experts in the field (the founders 
and organizers of the 3DUI Symposium) present 
seven pieces on the state of the art of 3D UIs and 
their future prospects.

The first four pieces describe some of the latest 
3D UI research trends. Bernd Froehlich covers the 
design of 3D input devices, specifically the use of 
novel combinations of sensors. Michitaka Hirose 
describes using biosignals (for example, brain ac-
tivity) as an input mechanism. Providing haptic 

Three-dimensional	user	
interfaces	(3D	UIs)	let	users	
interact	with	virtual	objects,	
environments,	or	information	
using	direct	3D	input	in	
the	physical	and/or	virtual	
space.	In	this	article,	the	
founders	and	organizers	of	
the	IEEE	Symposium	on	3D	
User	Interfaces	reflect	on	
the	state	of	the	art	in	several	
key	aspects	of	3D	UIs	and	
speculate	on	future	research.
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(touch) feedback in 3D UIs has been a difficult 
topic; Sabine Coquillart describes research on 
pseudo-haptic interfaces, in which clever use of 
other sensory displays simulates haptic feedback. 
Yoshifumi Kitamura explores the application of 
3D UIs to multidisplay interfaces.

The next two pieces provide new perspectives 
on 3D UI design. Wolfgang Stuerzlinger proposes 
eight guidelines for designing next-generation 3D 
interaction techniques. Another challenge is the 
design of multiuser, collaborative 3D UIs; Kiyoshi 
Kiyokawa presents several strategies addressing 
this challenge.

Finally, Doug Bowman provides a new perspective 
on 3D UI research directions. He suggests two broad 
strategies for increasing this research’s impact.

Multisensory Input for Improved  
Control and Performance
Today, 3D interaction in games, CAD, or 3D ani-
mation applications is performed mainly with the 
2D mouse. Everything is mapped to the input from 
a single pointer, so users must learn the transfor-
mations of their input actions. The more complex 
these transformations are, however, the harder the 
training and performing can be. The current trend 
toward multitouch interfaces at least acknowledges 
that humans tend to act with more than one fin-
ger at a time. However, this still only scratches the 
surface of the immersive experience that virtual 
environments will offer in future computer appli-
cations. What about grasping, turning, pushing, 
throwing, and jumping when interacting with ap-
plications? The Wii’s success shows that users want 
a more engaging computer experience. In particu-
lar, professional applications are still far from pro-
viding sufficiently versatile user interfaces.

Task-Driven Design of Interaction Techniques
For control and efficiency, the user’s focus must be 
kept on the task at hand. Graphical widgets, how-
ever, require users to keep track of their current in-
teraction state. This is cumbersome and preempts 
cognitive capacities that would otherwise be avail-
able for solving the task. To improve the situation, 
we need to design not only software interfaces but 
also sensor hardware that fits spatial interaction’s 
specific requirements. The visual paradigm “what 
you see is what you get” (WYSIWYG) should be-
come an action-based approach following the idea, 
“what you do is what happens.”

Designing human-computer interfaces in this 
way requires knowledge of various disciplines, 
including psychology, software engineering, and 
product design. The challenge is to find the best 

solution for a certain task instead of developing a 
workaround to enable the desired functionality in a 
given infrastructure. Our research at the Bauhaus-
Universität Weimar proceeds in six main steps:

Observe the cognitive, perceptual, and mo-
tor performance of humans interacting in the 
physical world.
Model the cognitive, perceptual, and motor 
demands of a certain task to create interac-
tion metaphors.
Develop sensors, low-level interfaces, and de-
vice drivers to record human actions as input 
for computer applications.
Design input devices—a combination of sen-
sors assembled ergonomically.
Implement the designed interaction systems in 
prototype applications to involve users in the 
development process.
Examine usability and adjust the design.

Because these aspects are interrelated, the whole 
design process is iterative.

Input Device Design
Each type of input sensor provides specific sensory 
feedback, depending on its construction and mea-
sured input parameters. For example, an elastic 
joystick’s counterforce perfectly matches the task 
of controlling velocity during navigation through a 
virtual environment. Props such as Ken Hinckley’s 
doll’s head1 resemble a manipulated virtual object 
and are typically free-moving devices ideally suited 
for positioning the object in space. Such isotonic in-
put relies mainly on proprioception and tactile feed-
back. Elastic input and isometric input employ the 
human’s force sensors (for example, tendons and 
ligaments). Most input devices combine different 
types of input sensors. We use the term multisen-
sory input to emphasize that each input sensor pos-
sibly relies on different human senses or sensors.

Another major factor in the design of interac-
tion systems is the simultaneously available de-
grees of freedom (DOF) of the input controller 
versus the integral attributes of the task it’s de-
signed to control.2 For example, if a task requires 
movement in all three dimensions, the input de-
vice should support these translations along mul-
tiple axes simultaneously. If the task requires only 
two dimensions, as with viewpoint orientation in 
space, the input device’s operational axes should 
be constrained to prevent unintentional actions.

Obviously, designing an individual controller 
for every type of 3D task would be uneconomical. 
To design input devices, we examine various tasks 
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in targeted applications and identify task-specific 
interactions and interaction sequences. These ob-
servations form the basis for our design decisions. 
A task’s parameters define the types of sensor best 
employed for manufacturing a relevant control de-
vice. The relative frequency of specific tasks and 
the transitions between tasks provide information 
about which sensors to incorporate in a device and 
how easy switching among those sensors should 
be. Providing good combinations of simultaneously 

and separately available DOF through an ergonomic 
arrangement of various sensors still remains a con-
siderable challenge. In addition—as for any physical 
tool—design qualities such as weight, shape, and ap-
pearance qualify input devices for certain uses. The 
GlobeFish and Groovepad illustrate our attempts to 
address these design concerns.

The GlobeFish
Manipulating objects in 3D is a central task in 
most digital-content-creation systems. We observed 
users performing this task while using an integrated 
6-DOF input device, the commercially available 
SpaceMouse. They alternated between rotating and 
translating and rarely used both operations simul-
taneously. So, we decided to build an input device 
that uses separate sensors for these two interaction 
modes and allows rapid switching between them.

This is the central idea of our GlobeFish, a cus-
tom 3-DOF trackball embedded in a spring-loaded 
frame (see Figure 1a).3 The trackball sensor mea-
sures the rotation of the ball, which is manipulated 
by the fingertips, and transforms the sensor reading 
into a corresponding rotation of a virtual object. 
Tightening the grip on the trackball and pushing 
or pulling it in any direction controls the virtual 
object’s translation along the corresponding spatial 
dimensions. In a user study, we compared Globe-
Fish to the SpaceMouse for object positioning.3 The 
GlobeFish clearly outperformed the SpaceMouse, 
and most users preferred the new device.

Motivated by these results, we’re studying Globe-
Fish’s usability for viewpoint navigation. Because 
this task is more complex than manipulation per-
formance, it can’t be evaluated as easily. Navigation 
in large environments involves motor control and 
cognitive tasks. The motor behavior, called travel, 
is the viewpoint’s movement from one location to 
another. The cognitive process, called wayfinding, 
is the specification of a path through an environ-
ment. During traveling, wayfinding is supported 
mainly by regular rotations of the view to scan 
the environment passing by. For that purpose, the 
rotational DOF must be controlled independently 
of other input channels. GlobeFish’s tangible sepa-
ration of rotational input from translational input 
facilitates this environment scanning and thus 
wayfinding. Different interaction metaphors may 
support travel along a given path.

The Groovepad
This device consists of a regular touchpad surrounded 
by an elastically suspended ring with joystick-like 
functionality. Its two input sensors can be used 
separately but facilitate frequent and fluid switch-

Figure	1.	Two	multisensor	3D	input	devices	developed	at	Bauhaus-
Universität	Weimar:	(a)	With	the	GlobeFish,	the	user’s	left	hand	
navigates	and	manipulates	objects	with	6	degrees	of	freedom	(DOF),	
and	the	right	hand	performs	pointing	and	selection.	(b)	The	Two-4-Six	
consists	of	a	Groovepad,	operated	by	the	thumb,	and	an	analog	rocker	
joystick	operated	by	the	pointer	finger.	The	Groovepad	controls	5-DOF	
navigation;	the	joystick	controls	backward	and	forward	motion.

(a)

(b)
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ing between their different input characteristics. 
In addition, the Groovepad can contain a tracking 
sensor to facilitate pointing and selection.

We originally developed the Groovepad for the 
Two-4-Six, a hand-held input device used to navi-
gate in 3D-graphics applications.4 In this case, the 
touchpad specified position-controlled view ori-
entation in a virtual world, while the elastic ring 
provided rate-controlled viewpoint motion. To 
rotate the viewing direction around the vertical 
axis, the user moved a finger along the elastic ring 
(see Figure 1b). A separate analog rocker sensor 
operated by the index finger controlled movement 
in the depth dimension. This sensor configuration 
worked well for basic navigation in virtual build-
ings such as museums or exhibition halls.

Considering 2D desktop applications, we found 
that the Groovepad matches the required func-
tionality for the increasingly popular zoomable 
interfaces quite well. The elastically suspended 
ring can serve as a tangible correspondence to the 
application window’s frame. It’s used for panning 
the workspace, while the touchpad is used for 
pointing inside the window. Smooth circular ges-
tures along the Groovepad ring specify the zoom 
factor. An initial user study showed that users 
performed better with the Groovepad than with 
regular touchpad interfaces. This was particu-
larly true for tasks requiring frequent switches 
between panning the window and controlling the 
mouse pointer.

The Unexplored Design Space
Our user studies indicate that these devices per-
form well for a certain set of tasks and that they 
can compete with commercially available solutions. 
To a great extent, however, the design space for 
desktop as well as handheld devices remains un-
explored. To further improve 3D UIs, further user 
studies based on carefully selected tasks and task 
combinations must examine the advantages and 
disadvantages of various sensor combinations.

The Biosignal Interface as a Novel 3D UI
An important goal of VR technology is to allow 
intuitive interaction between the user and the vir-
tual world. For example, in VR technology devel-
opment’s early days, a user wearing a data glove 
with a Polhemus sensor could grasp and pick up a 
virtual 3D object. Now, however, we can imagine 
a much wider range of interactive channels. Here, 
we describe the use of biosignals as an input chan-
nel for 3D UIs.

The biosignal channel provides a different way 
for users to interact with a virtual environment, 

sometimes without any physical motion. In addi-
tion, we can directly measure the user’s invisible 
states, such as intention.

The relatively new research field of brain-computer 
interfaces fits this category. Researchers have re-
ported a variety of brain activities that can serve 
as an interface channel, such as visual evoked po-
tential (VEP),5 p300 evoked potential,6 and motor 
imagery.7

Steady State VEP
A VEP is a measurable signal that arises owing to 
the stimulation of the visual cortex. In particu-
lar, steady state VEP (SSVEP), which occurs in the 
visual cortex when the subject views a flickering 
stimulus with a frequency of more than 4Hz, is 
known to be a reliable signal.

Our research laboratory has performed several 
experiments using SSVEP as a virtual joystick to 
navigate a 3D virtual environment displayed in 
the Cabin (Computer Augmented Booth for Image 
Navigation), a VR room with a five-screen configu-
ration.8,9 As Figure 2 shows, we positioned virtual 
buttons to select left and right turns in the virtual 
environment at a distance of 2.0 meters from the 
user and a view angle of approximately 13 degrees. 
We set the flickering frequency to 8.0 Hz for the left-
turn button and 6.0 Hz for the right-turn button. 
We requested the subject to look at the left button if 
he or she intended to turn left, and vice versa.

We used a modular EEG cap system to measure 
the EEG signal on the subject’s scalp. To gener-
ate the control signal, we used three-channel EEG 
signals: PO7, PO8, and Oz. We extracted the EEG 
features from a linear combination of the voltages 
of the three signals as VOz − (VPO7 + VPO8)/2. 
Using support vector machines (SVMs) with a lin-
ear kernel, we classified two states of brain activ-
ity—whether the subjects were focusing on the left 

Flickering stimuli

Figure	2.	
Developing	
biosignal-based	
interfaces	at	
the	University	
of	Tokyo:	A	
test	subject	
mentally	
selects	the	
button	on	the	
left	or	right	by	
staring	at	it.	
The	interface	
determines	the	
selected	button	
by	measuring	
the	subject’s	
EEG	signals.
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button or the right button—with approximately 70 
to 80 percent success.

Motor Imagery
A motor imagery signal that’s fully recognized and 
classified can serve as an interface that reacts sim-
ply to thought. For example, the mu-rhythm is an 
EEG component that has 8 to 12 Hz frequency and 
is typically observed at somatosensory cortices. 
Body movement suppresses the mu-rhythm; this 
suppression is called event-related desynchronization 
(ERD). Interestingly, ERD occurs even without ac-

tual motor movement. Common spatial patterns 
(CSPs), which are linear spatial filters, can extract 
the features of signal patterns such as multichan-
nel EEG after a learning period.10

Figure 3a shows our experimental setup. We 
asked the subjects to produce a motor imagery sig-
nal (we asked them to imagine tapping their left 
or right finger) in response to a cue. Using the EEG 
cap, we measured 16-channel EEG signals.

To process the EEG signal, after band-pass filter-
ing (8 to 30 Hz) we applied the CSP algorithm and 
chose an SVM with a linear kernel for classifica-
tion. For the learning data for the CSP algorithm, 
we used an EEG signal pattern without visual 
feedback (the case when motion imagery doesn’t 
cause motion in the virtual environment).

Figure 3b shows the three significant components 
(1–3) of the EEG pattern map after CSP filtering 
during phantom finger movements. We produced 
the EEG pattern by projecting the 16-channel elec-
trode montage onto a rectangular map. As the figure 
shows, when the subject images left-finger tapping, 
the hemisphere’s left side significantly contributes 
to the spatial patterns, whereas for right-finger tap-
ping, the right side contributes. This shows that you 
can successfully extract ERD from motor imagery. 
On the basis of this result, SVMs could classify left 
and right commands successfully. We achieved al-
most 80 percent success.11

Although researchers have reported that well-
trained subjects can generate localized EEG even 
without CSP filtering, most people can’t. So, CSP 
filtering is essential.

Pseudo-haptic Interfaces
Three-dimensional UIs increasingly require inte-
grating several input modalities and several types 
of sensory feedback. Together with visual and au-
ditory sensations, haptics is one of the most im-
portant types of sensory feedback. Active force 
feedback requires the availability of a haptic device 
able to return forces. However, such devices aren’t 
always available and are often difficult to integrate 
in VR configurations because of the space taken 
up by the hardware components. In addition, to 
guarantee stiff and stable rendering, active hap-
tic rendering requires both complex computations 
and a refresh rate of approximately 1 KHz for the 
haptic loop.

Whereas active haptic feedback is necessary for 
some applications, a growing number of studies 
focus on alternative, lighter approaches such as 
sensory substitution,12 passive haptics,1 or pseudo-
haptics. Pseudo-haptic systems are “systems pro-
viding haptic information generated, augmented, 
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Figure	3.	Using	motor	imagery	as	an	interface:	(a)	In	response	to	a	cue,	
test	subjects	imagined	tapping	their	left	or	right	finger.	(b)	Common-
spatial-pattern	filtering	of	the	motor	imagery	tasks	revealed	three	
significant	components	(1–3)	of	the	EEG	pattern	map.
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or modified by the influence of another sensory 
modality.”13 Here we discuss some of the most re-
cent pseudo-haptics research and applications.

Pseudo-haptic Simulation
Several researchers have proposed pseudo-haptic so-
lutions based on visuohaptic illusions. These meth-
ods exploit the visual modality’s domination over 
the haptic modality. Basically, these methods per-
turb the visual feedback of the hand representation 
(the cursor, for instance), or the representation of 
an object handled by the hand, to induce the haptic 
sensation that would cause this perturbation.

At INRIA, we’ve proposed a simple example in 
which a mouse controls a cube’s displacement 
on a horizontal plane.14 A qualitative experiment 
showed that test subjects could perceive pertur-
bation of the speed of the cube’s displacement 
as friction-like (friction, gravity, or viscosity) 
feedback. Likewise, Anatole Lécuyer and his col-
leagues15 and Koert van Mensvoort16 showed that 
a similar setup with a mouse controlling a cursor 
can produce sensations interpreted as elevations 
or material properties.

Although our test subjects experienced a sense 
of friction, gravity, or viscosity, we noticed that 
forces are more perceptible with a force-sensor-
based input device (for example, a Spaceball) than 
with a mouse.14 We hypothesized that the reaction 
force from the force sensor is more perceptible. 
This observation led us to propose a second class 
of pseudo-haptic solutions, based on force sensors. 
The first studies concerned simulating stiffness. 
We proposed a pseudo-haptic virtual spring based 
on the coupling of a force sensor and a perturbed 
visual feedback.14 We deduce the virtual spring’s 
displacement (Dvirtual) from the force applied by 
the user (Fuser) and the virtual spring’s stiffness 
(Kvirtual), using Hooke’s law:

Fuser = Kvirtual × Dvirtual (1)

A major advantage of the force-sensor-based 
pseudo-haptic approach is its relevance to real pa-
rameters. A quantitative evaluation of this setup 
for compliance discrimination between a real and 
a virtual spring shows that subjects can discrimi-
nate successfully with a just noticeable difference 
consistent with previous studies on manual com-
pliance discrimination (see Figure 4a).

We’ve observed similar results with torques. In 
2004, we extended the concept of pseudo-haptic 
feedback of stiffness to torque feedback.19 Torque 
pseudo-haptic feedback is based on the coupling 
of visual feedback and the internal resistance of a 
force/torque sensor that passively reacts to the us-
er’s applied force. Results showed that our experi-
ments successfully simulated torque pseudo-haptic 
feedback, with different performance for isometric 
and elastic input devices. We also detected this dif-
ference when simulating pseudo-haptic stiffness. In 
another study, Lionel Dominjon and his colleagues 
showed that perturbation of the visual feedback 
could modify mass or weight perception.20

More recently, we introduced a deviceless pseudo-
haptic concept based on an AR setup employing a 
video see-through head-mounted display (HMD). 
HEMP (Hand-Displacement-Based Pseudo-haptics) 
aims to simulate haptic sensations by decoupling 
the hand’s visual feedback from its proprioceptive 
position.17 We applied HEMP to the simulation 
of force fields; the user experiences the simulated 
force field by slowly moving a hand along the flow 
(see Figure 4b). Initial experiments showed that 
the subjects perceived a sensation of force.

Applications
Our first applications employed a mouse, whereas 
later applications employed the force/torque sensor. 
Developing mouse-based pseudo-haptic applications 
is relatively simple. A pseudo-haptic mouse can, for 
instance, be used for map navigation. To help the 
user roughly locate a landmark while panning a 

Figure	4.	Two	examples	of	pseudo-haptics	research	and	an	application:	(a)	A	virtual	spring’s	stiffness	is	pseudo-haptically	simulated	
by	coupling	a	force	sensor	and	visual	feedback.14	(b)	With	HEMP	(Hand-Displacement-Based	Pseudo-haptics),	the	user	experiences	
a	simulated	force	field.17	(c)	In	Haptic	Wrists,	the	hand-roll	degree	of	freedom	(DOF)	along	the	hand	axis	is	pseudo-haptically	
controlled,	while	the	two	other	DOF	are	haptically	controlled.18	Figure	4c	used	with	permission	of	Javier	Martin	and	his	colleagues.

(a) (b) (c)
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map, we make the mouse pointer lighter (faster) 
as the mouse approaches the landmark.21

Such a technique can also enhance GUIs. Re-
gan Mandryk and her colleagues created “sticky 
widgets” to ease users’ access to some interface 
elements.22 The mouse slows near these widgets, 
creating the illusion of stickiness. User studies 
compared several levels of stickiness and dem-
onstrated this approach’s benefits. Several other 
examples such as games or the simulation of el-
evations appear elsewhere.16

Several promising applications are based on the 
principle that forces are more perceptible with a 
force sensor than with a simple position sensor such 
as a mouse. Franck Crison and his colleagues pre-
sented VTT (Virtual Technical Trainer), a pseudo-
haptic trainer for metal-milling machines.23 VTT’s 
pseudo-haptic interface is a Spaceball. The correla-
tion between the user’s force on the Spaceball to 
move the tool and this move’s speed (depending 
on the metal’s resistance) as seen on the visual 
display generates the pseudo-haptic perception.

Combining pseudo-haptic solutions with actual 
haptic systems would also be interesting. CEIT 
(Centro de Estudios e Investigaciones Técnicas de 
Gipuzkoa) developed a smart 3-DOF haptic wrist 
by combining real haptic DOF and pseudo-haptic 
DOF (see Figure 4c).18 The hand-roll DOF along the 
hand axis is pseudo-haptically controlled, while 
the two other DOF are haptically controlled. Based 
on Alexis Paljic and his colleagues’ research,19 the 
pseudo-haptic DOF is possible thanks to a force/
torque sensor measuring the torque the user ex-
erts along the handle axis. The associated visual 
feedback lets the system control the pseudotorque 
sensation returned to the user. Mixing haptics and 
pseudo-haptics, if they’re well integrated, should 
be a promising solution to avoid some limitations 
of haptic systems.

Benefits
Pseudo-haptics can be a viable alternative or com-
plement to real haptics in certain situations. It 
can increase performance and the impression of 
reality while lowering the cost of haptic systems, 
owing to lower requirements regarding actuators 
and computational load. However, it’s still a young 
research area, and many questions remain open.

3D Interfaces for  
Multidisplay Environments
Offices and meeting rooms often incorporate a va-
riety of display combinations, involving projection 
screens, wall-sized LCDs, and desktop and note-
book PCs. We often use these multiple displays si-

multaneously during work. Moreover, digital tables 
are becoming popular in such environments. With 
the increasing amount of information produced by 
computers and the decreasing cost of display hard-
ware, such multidisplay environments (MDEs) are 
becoming increasingly common.

We expect to work effectively by using multiple 
displays in such environments; however, important 
problems prevent users from effectively exploiting 
all the available displays. Displays might be at dif-
ferent locations from and different angles to the 
user. As a result, managing windows, reading text, 
and manipulating objects can be difficult.

So, we need a sophisticated 3D interface for 
MDEs that stitches the displays seamlessly and dy-
namically according to the users’ viewpoints. This 
will let users interact with the displays as if they’re 
in front of an ordinary desktop GUI.

Problems in MDEs
Ordinary GUI environments are designed with the 
assumption that the user sits in front of a sta-
tionary display perpendicular to his or her view; 
windows and data are rendered according to this 
assumption. Unfortunately, the perpendicularity 
assumption doesn’t always hold in recent display 
environments. When the display plane isn’t per-
pendicular to the viewer (for example, tabletop 
displays), when the display is flat and covers a large 
viewing angle (for example, a large display seen 
from close proximity), or when the user moves 
around, the viewing angles become more oblique. 
The violation of the perpendicularity assumption 
results in increased difficulty in viewing, reading, 
and manipulating information owing to perspec-
tive distortion.24

The perspective problem becomes more crucial 
in MDEs than in single-display environments. 
Misunderstandings due to perspective distortions 
might decrease collaboration’s efficiency. More-
over, if information extends to multiple displays, 
part of the information might not be visible and 
will consequently be difficult to interpret. On the 
other hand, even in MDEs users expect to use in-
teraction techniques familiar in ordinary GUIs in-
stead of unfamiliar special techniques. So, we need 
to be able to provide MDE users with techniques 
that extend the ordinary GUI environment. Two 
basic techniques that treat multidisplays as part of 
one large virtual GUI environment are Perspective 
Cursor and Perspective Windows.

Perspective Cursor
Merriam-Webster OnLine defines perspective as 
“the appearance to the eye of objects in respect to 
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their relative distance and positions.” Perspective 
Cursor presents a cursor that moves beyond dis-
play boundaries seamlessly as if it’s in an ordinary 
desktop environment25 (see Figure 5a). It calcu-
lates the cursor’s position and movement from the 
user’s viewpoint on the assumption that the sys-
tem knows the spatial relationships between the 
user’s viewpoint and the visible displays. So, the 
user perceives the cursor’s movement across dis-
plays as continuous, even when the cursor’s actual 
movement in 3D space isn’t.

Users control the cursor on a virtual sphere 
around them. Because the cursor movement map-
ping is spherical, the cursor might point to areas 
where there’s no display. So, users might lose the 
cursor in these spaces. The solution is a perspec-
tive variant of halos.26 Halos are circles centered 
on the cursor that are big enough in radius to ap-
pear, at least partially, in at least one screen (the 
red arc in Figure 5b). By looking at the position 
and curvature of the displayed part of the circle, 
users can tell how far and in which direction the 
perspective cursor is. When the cursor is just off 
of one display, the displayed arc is highly curved, 
showing most of the circle. If the cursor is far 
away, the arc will resemble a straight line.

Perspective Windows
This technique shows perspective-corrected infor-
mation that users observe seamlessly as if it were 
perpendicular to them, even if it’s spread over 
several displays27 (see Figure 5b). Perspective Win-
dows displays the same kind of content as tradi-
tional 2D windows (for example, a Web browser or 
a text processor) but offers extra features derived 
from its perspective-aware capabilities.

Unlike regular windows, Perspective Windows 
provides optimal visibility to the user regardless 
of the display’s angle. It renders the windows using 
a virtual plane that’s perpendicular to the user in 
the center of the window and then projected onto 
the display. If a window is displayed across more 
than one surface simultaneously, perspective can 
help reduce fracture. (see Figure 5c).

The Future of Multidisplay Environments
Perspective Cursor and Perspective Windows pro-
vide a perspective-correct GUI for viewing, reading, 
and manipulating information for each MDE user. 
Although these techniques consider only the visual 
displays, future work will likely include other mo-
dalities of information presentation, such as audio. 
Future MDEs will be required to give the appropri-
ate people the appropriate information by satisfac-
torily combining the available devices according to 

Figure	5.	Techniques	for	3D	user	interfaces	(3D	UIs)	in	multidisplay	
environments:	(a)	Perspective	Cursor	presents	a	cursor	that	moves	
beyond	display	boundaries	seamlessly	as	if	it’s	in	an	ordinary	desktop	
environment.	(b)	Perspective	Windows	shows	perspective-corrected	
information	that	each	user	observes	seamlessly	as	if	it	were	perpendicular	
to	him	or	her,	where	the	red	arc	indicates	how	far	and	in	which	direction	
the	cursor	is.	(c)	Perspective	Windows	shows	perspective-corrected	
information	even	if	it’s	spread	over	several	displays.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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the situation. This will require adequate sensors; 
measuring such human dynamics as gestures (in-
cluding pointing and gaze), physiological informa-
tion (such as pulse rate and body temperature), 
and brain waves will be important.

Analyses of the conversations between people 
sharing locations and communication processes 
will provide even more data to better align the 
necessary information. The ideal MDE will identify 
the situation in the room even if users don’t do so 
explicitly and will provide the necessary informa-
tion to eligible people in the room. Such a future 
environment is often called an “ambient informa-
tion environment.” Toward this end, challenging 
studies of 3D UIs for MDEs will continue.

Guidelines for Easy-to-Use  
3D Interaction Techniques
Three-dimensional UIs in VR are still in their in-
fancy. Part of the problem is that 3D hardware 
technologies are still immature and that setting 
up and keeping a VR system running on a daily 
basis incurs significant overhead. Another problem 
is that many user interface techniques are imple-
mented as a thin layer on top of the mathematical 
foundations. One example is handles that allow 
movement only in the directions of the three ma-
jor coordinate axes. Consequently, only users who 
understand the underlying mathematics can ef-
fectively use such a system. The biggest problem is 
that most VR systems require significant training 
before they can be used productively, which is the 
primary barrier to broad acceptance.

In contrast, many 3D games and online virtual 
worlds offer easy access to 3D content. Most peo-
ple adapt quickly to the way such systems afford 
interaction with 3D worlds. Interestingly, most of 
these systems use 2D input devices for interaction, 
which involves the additional overhead of under-
standing the mapping of 2D mouse movements to 
3D motions on the screen.

Here are eight guidelines derived from user 
studies with novice participants (that is, persons 
without VR knowledge); results from VR, percep-
tion, kinesiology, and 2D GUI research; and les-
sons learned from 3D games. These guidelines will 

help drive 3D UIs toward broader accessibility and 
will form the basis for the next generation of 3D 
UI techniques.

Floating Objects Are the Exception
In the real world, few floating objects exist, and 
almost all objects are attached to other objects. 
To leverage humans’ experience in the real world, 
the correct default for any 3D system is for all ob-
jects to attach to other objects. In this context, it’s 
important to note that all professions performing 
“full” 3D tasks (astronauts, fighter pilots, divers, 
and so on) need substantial training to perform 
their work. Unfortunately, most VR (and CAD) 
systems use the default of having every object 
float. In good 3D UIs, users should be able to make 
individual objects float. But this should be the ex-
ception, not the rule! In other words, standard 3D 
UI techniques can and should be based on object 
attachment. Interfaces can incorporate special 
mechanisms to make objects stay in midair.

Objects Don’t Interpenetrate
Solid objects—including the viewers themselves—
can’t interpenetrate each other. Humans are used 
to this and deal with it every day. However, many 
VR systems allow object interpenetration by default. 
Interpenetration leads to confusing visual display, 
and many novice users can’t easily recover from 
such situations. For example, consider the negative 
effect of users being “trapped” behind a wall in a 
game—most novices need help to recover from such 
a situation. Today, performing real-time collision 
detection and avoidance for large environments is 
easy—for example, with the help of graphics hard-
ware.28 As an added benefit, collision detection and 
avoidance enables sliding contact, an efficient way 
to position objects in the real world.29

Interaction Should Be Only with Visible Objects
Strong evidence exists that users prefer to navigate 
to manipulate occluded objects.30 This has several 
consequences. First, it points to the importance of 
easy navigation. Second, because a 2D manifold can 
fully describe the set of all visible objects, 2D input 
is sufficient to select an object. This is also docu-
mented by the success of ray-casting-based tech-
niques relative to full 3D selection techniques.31 
This also means that 2D input devices are sufficient 
to select objects in a 3D world—assuming that ad-
equate 3D navigation techniques exist.

Perspective and Occlusion  
Are the Strongest Depth Cues
For manipulation of objects beyond arm’s length, 

To leverage humans’ experience  
in the real world, the correct  

default for any 3D system is for all  
objects to attach to other objects.
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perspective and occlusion are the strongest depth 
cues.32 Assuming that there are no floating objects, 
these two cues are usually sufficient to accurately 
and quickly judge objects’ 3D position in an en-
vironment (unless optical illusions are involved). 
Although stereo display has a clear value, it mat-
ters most for objects fairly close to the viewer. So, 
stereo display of 3D environments isn’t always 
necessary. Last, but not least, evidence exists that 
most stereo technologies are far from mature and 
are tiresome or problematic if used daily.33

People See the Object, Not the Cursor
Research into primate vision has demonstrated 
that monkeys attend visually to not only the tip 
of a tool in their hand but also the whole tool 
and the hand. This indicates that a cursor might 
not be the best choice for 3D UIs—a cursor is ef-
fectively a point, while an object covers an area 
in the visual field. The Sesame (Sketch, Extrude, 
Sculpt, and Manipulate Easily) sliding technique 
analyzes the visual-area overlap between the ma-
nipulated object and the static scene to determine 
a moving object’s position.34 The user studies re-
ported in conjunction with this research demon-
strate that users can easily use and learn such 
techniques and that such methods provide clear 
performance benefits.

Full 3D Rotations Aren’t Always Necessary
Many common objects, such as chairs, desks, and 
shelves, have a clear “up” orientation. Other ob-
jects, such as hanging lamps and whiteboards, also 
have clear orientations. These objects are all at-
tached to other objects. This attachment also pro-
vides constraints for rotation—a chair is on its side 
only in exceptional cases. Consequently, providing 
a simple user interface to rotate an object around 
the axis afforded by that object’s main attachment 
is a good design alternative for simple-to-use sys-
tems.35 Although the interface should support full 
3D rotations, such modes can be secondary and 
don’t need to be easily accessible.

2D Tasks Are Cognitively Simpler Than 3D
Most real-world tasks aren’t fully 3D; they’re 2D or 
2-1/2D. For example, buildings consist of layers of 
2D floor plans because they’re easier to build and 
navigate that way. Real 3D structures in buildings 
exist, but they’re the exception, not the rule. Con-
sequently, most humans are used to dealing with 
2D or 2-1/2D and don’t have the training neces-
sary to deal with fully 3D problems. For 3D UIs, 
this means that offering 2D alternatives for many 
tasks is an excellent way to increase usability.

2D Input Devices Are Advantageous
Input devices such as the Personal Interaction 
Panel, which use a pen on a 2D tablet to provide 
interaction in a VR system, have been shown ef-
fective for 3D worlds.36 Also, constraining the in-
put to 2D combats hand fatigue and provides more 
accuracy.

Moreover, a comparison of input device specifi-
cations between mouse- or pen-based systems and 
3D technologies reveals that 2D technologies are 
one to two orders of magnitude more precise.37 
This research also shows initial evidence that this 
precision is mainly why 2D input devices outper-
form 3D technologies. Interestingly, a supporting 
surface’s effect is much less than that of increased 

resolution. Consequently, combinations such as 
using a tablet PC with accurate pen tracking along 
with a 3D tracking system for off-slate interaction 
are a sensible approach.

The Goals
The next generation of 3D UIs can greatly benefit 
from user interface techniques that are adapted 
to how humans perceive and interact with the 
real world. Moreover, novel 3D UIs should lever-
age the strengths of existing technologies (for 
both input and output) as far as possible and 
avoid known weaknesses. This will maximize the 
chances for skill transfer, thus increasing the 
developed techniques’ usability. This will lead to 
better 3D applications, a broader range of appli-
cations that use 3D productively, and increased 
adoption of 3D UIs.

Design Considerations for  
Collaborative 3D UIs
A collaborative 3D UI must accommodate many 
challenges inherent in its multiuser nature. These 
challenges include giving correct perspective views 
to every participant, handling multiuser object 
manipulation, and supporting natural aware-
ness. To design a successful collaborative system, 
we must appreciate recent trends, trade-offs, and 
limitations related to interaction techniques and 
display technologies.

The next generation of 3D UIs can greatly 
benefit from user interface techniques  
that are adapted to how humans  
perceive and interact with the real world.
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Multiuser Display Systems
One requirement for a collaborative 3D UI is that 
participants share the same virtual environment 
while observing it from their own perspectives. 
This basic requirement becomes even more diffi-
cult when participants are at the same physical 
location. A conventional stereo projection system 
can’t provide correct perspective views to more 
than one user. Viewing the scene from a position 
different from the intended rendering position 
will skew and distort the user’s view. In such an 
environment, different colocated users will per-
ceive the same virtual object as if it were at several 
different locations.

Multiviewpoint images composed of different 
image elements from different viewpoints partially 
solve this problem.38 This technique projects inter-
action elements for each user in the correct posi-
tion on the basis of the tracked real input devices 
from the user’s viewpoint. Bernd Froehlich and his 
colleagues have developed a more complete solution 
by multiplexing the cycle of stereo shuttering.39,40

Oliver Bimber and his colleagues41 and Yoshifumi 
Kitamura and his colleagues42 have developed 
other types of display systems for colocated 3D 
collaboration. These systems provide stereoscopic 
images at the same physical location from differ-
ent perspectives by separating viewing frustums 
using mirrors41 or masking plates.42 One limita-
tion of these types of display is that the effective 
working volume is fixed and relatively small.

Another common display device for colocated 
collaboration is an HMD. With a head-tracking fa-
cility, virtual objects can be at arbitrary locations. 
An HMD’s typical disadvantages include more no-
ticeable system latency, limited field of view (FOV) 
and peripheral vision, and ergonomic discomfort.

Multiuser Object Manipulation
Another requirement for a collaborative 3D UI is 
that participants can manipulate virtual objects 

cooperatively. Most collaborative systems support 
simultaneous manipulation of different objects by 
different users.43 However, generally, only one user 
at a time can manipulate a virtual object.

For more flexible collaborative activity, some re-
cent studies attempt to let multiple users simul-
taneously manipulate an object. Roy Ruddle and 
his colleagues propose several solutions to com-
bine two users’ movements to obtain the virtual 
object’s final movement.44 Kai Riege and his col-
leagues describe the Bent Pick Ray (see Figure 6a).40 
This technique renders a straight line (a pick ray) 
from the input device to the selected object for 
single-user manipulation. It renders a bent pick ray 
when the second user grabs the same object. The 
bent pick ray is still emitted from the input device, 
tangentially to the pointing direction, and touches 
the selected object at the intersection point.

Theirry Duval and his colleagues developed 
SkeweR, a technique that lets multiple users si-
multaneously grab any part of a virtual object.46 
To determine the grabbed object’s translation and 
rotation, SkeweR considers the positions of those 
“crushing points.” Márcio Pinho and his col-
leagues propose splitting the task’s DOF among 
the users.47 Evaluations showed that this technique 
could be useful when users have two complemen-
tary views.

Level of Immersion
The ability to immerse participants in a virtual en-
vironment is a major asset of VR. The immersion 
level significantly affects the participants’ sense 
of copresence and facilitates mutual understand-
ing of the shared environment. Ilona Heldal and 
her colleagues demonstrated that people working 
in distributed immersive environments felt more 
present and were more effective than those in 
nonimmersive settings.48 The performance results 
for the best immersive setting were close to those 
for a face-to-face setting with real objects.

Figure	6.	Two	
attempts	at	
collaborative	
3D	UIs:		
(a)	The	Bent	
Pick	Ray	
renders	a	
straight	line	
(a	pick	ray)	
from	the	input	
device	to	the	
selected	object	
when	one	
user	grabs	the	
object	and	
renders	a	bent	
pick	ray	when	
the	second	
user	grabs	
that	object.40	
(b)	Kiyokawa’s	
occlusive	
head-mounted	
display	
achieves	both	
occlusion	
handling	
and	natural	
visibility	of	
colocated	
participants.45

(a) (b)
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Immersive projection technologies (IPTs) com-
monly provide a high level of immersion. However, 
building an IPT system that supports multiuser 
observation is costly. In comparison to IPTs, an 
HMD generally provides a lower level of immer-
sion owing to limited FOV. Although some closed 
HMDs provide a wide horizontal FOV larger than 
180 degrees, the typical horizontal FOV of a see-
through HMD remains 60 degrees or less. Kiyoshi 
Kiyokawa recently developed a projective HMD 
that could provide over 180 degrees of horizontal 
FOV as well as see-through capability.49 Using this 
display, he and his colleagues are developing an 
immersive colocated collaboration system.

Face-to-Face Arrangement
Colocated collaboration with a wall-type display 
forces participants to observe the virtual environ-
ment from the same direction. In this case, they have 
difficulty seeing both the shared information on the 
screen and other participants at the same time. 
The space-multiplexed stereo displays previously 
mentioned support a face-to-face arrangement. A 
face-to-face setup supports natural communication 
among participants because it supports nonverbal 
communication cues such as facial expressions, 
poses, gestures, and viewing directions.50

Kiyokawa and his colleagues found that using an 
optical see-through HMD to display shared informa-
tion in the space between participants can improve 
collaboration efficiency.51 Their results indicate that 
the participants’ communication was more natural, 
more social, and easier than with conventional wall-
screen and tabletop configurations.52

Heterogeneous Perspectives
A virtual environment supports free control over 
users’ viewpoints and scaling factors in their in-
dividual reference frames. This flexibility benefits 
collaborative activities too, enabling configurations 
impossible in the real world, such as shared per-
spectives53 and multiscale perspectives.54 However, 
in a standard colocated situation that supports 
direct visibility of other participants, such flex-
ible perspective settings aren’t applicable. In this 
sense, collaborative VR and collaborative AR are 
complementary in terms of flexibility and aware-
ness support. For this reason, several collaborative 
3D systems support both AR and VR workspaces, 
and transition between them to maximize user 
flexibility.43,55,56

3D collaboration involving a shared real object 
is difficult to support with independent observa-
tion among participants because any motion of 
the shared object will affect every participant’s 

view. Shun Yamamoto and his colleagues partially 
address this problem by using replica objects; their 
approach allows independent observation of the 
“same” tangible entity.57

Occlusion Handling
True occlusion capability not only enhances visual 
realism but also improves the collaboration experi-
ence. For example, when a user points at a virtual 
object, we expect his or her finger to occlude the 
object. Also, a virtual object that appears between 
multiple users should occlude the users behind it. 
With projection-based systems, handling such oc-
clusion phenomena is difficult.

If the actual depth information of a real scene 
is available, a video see-through HMD is suitable 
for handling occlusion, at the expense of degraded 
real-world visibility. Closer virtual objects are sim-
ply overlaid onto the real image, whereas virtual 
objects farther away are left unrendered. Normal 
optical see-through HMDs, however, can’t handle 
occlusion phenomena owing to the nature of op-
tical combiners. Kiyokawa’s optical see-through 
HMD tackles this problem and achieves both oc-
clusion handling and natural visibility of colo-
cated participants45 (see Figure 6b).

A Continuing Quest
Because of recent technology advancements and 
new interaction techniques, the design domain of 
a collaborative 3D UI is rapidly expanding. How-
ever, no single configuration is right for all condi-
tions. We hope the issues discussed here give some 
insight into finding an appropriate design for the 
target application.

3D UIs for and beyond VR
Traditionally, 3D UI research has been tightly 
connected to VR. Immersive VR systems such as 
the CAVE (Cave Automatic Virtual Environment) 
inherently need 3D UIs because they display 3D 
visual environments, use nontraditional input 
devices, and require users to stand up and walk 
around. Even though the definition of 3D interac-
tion—human-computer interaction in a 3D spa-
tial context58—doesn’t mention VR, most 3D UI 
research has assumed the use of VR technology. 
Almost all the common 3D interaction techniques 
for tasks such as navigation, selection, and ma-
nipulation were designed and developed in the 
context of VR systems.58

What impact has this extensive research had? Has 
it resulted in widespread adoption of complex, but us-
able, 3D UIs for VR applications? Frankly, the impact 
has been smaller than you might expect. Although 
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researchers have successfully demonstrated 3D UIs 
with high levels of functionality and usability, most 
real-world VR applications have simple interfaces. 
At least for now, the results of years of 3D UI re-
search aren’t highly visible in the VR world.

Here are two strategies, or proposed research 
directions, that could increase 3D UI research’s 
impact both within and beyond VR.

Demonstrating 3D Interaction’s Benefits
Why don’t we see more examples of complex 3D 
UIs in VR applications? After an initial period of 
unrealistic hype and expectations in the 1990s, it 
became clear that immersive VR technology and 
knowledge weren’t yet mature enough for most real-
world applications. A few applications that depend 
on a unique user experience and that don’t require 
ultrarealistic visual imagery, such as entertainment, 
phobia therapy, and vehicle simulation, became 
highly successful.59 However, envisioned immersive 
VR applications with more stringent requirements, 
such as for architectural design, classroom educa-
tion, and military command and control, remained 
research prototypes in most cases.

But this situation might be changing. As VR tech-
nology and our understanding of how to use it have 
matured, there has been a resurgence of interest in 
immersive VR. The US National Academy of Engi-
neering recently named “Enhance Virtual Reality” 
as one of engineering’s top 14 grand challenges in 
the 21st century (www.engineeringchallenges.org/
cms/8996/9140.aspx). Many industries are again 
exploring using immersive VR for productive work, 
and even consumer applications such as immer-
sive gaming are possible.

So, the opportunity again exists for 3D UI re-
search to have a major impact on complex real-
world VR applications. But there’s a twist: many 
new applications use “semi-immersive” technolo-
gies such as single large stereoscopic projection 
screens or tracked handheld displays rather than 
traditional VR technologies such as HMDs and 
CAVEs. In these semi-immersive systems, develop-
ers often can choose between 3D UIs and desktop-
style UIs that use 2D input devices and standard 
2D widgets. Desktop-style interfaces are attractive 
because of their broad familiarity and availability.

If 3D UI research is to make an impact on these 
“new VR” applications, the research community 
must provide evidence that 3D UIs have significant 
advantages over desktop-style interaction. This is 
the first proposed research direction for 3D UIs: 
demonstrating 3D interaction’s benefits. Although 
we now know a great deal about how to design ef-
ficient, usable 3D UIs, we don’t know enough about 

when to employ them. Compared to other types of 
UIs, what benefits do 3D UIs provide in terms of 
user productivity, accuracy, or satisfaction?

To answer these questions, we obviously need 
empirical studies that compare 3D interaction to 
other interaction styles. Designing such experi-
ments is difficult. Simply comparing two existing 
interfaces doesn’t provide generalizable results, 
but crafting similar 3D and 2D interfaces from 
scratch might result in bias toward one or the 
other. In research on this topic, researchers at 
Virginia Tech’s Center for Human-Computer In-
teraction have taken a controlled approach, using 
the same display, environment, and task for each 
interface, and working to optimize each interface’s 
design before comparing the interfaces. We found 
that for distant 6-DOF manipulation tasks, 3D in-
teraction techniques were significantly faster and 
more accurate than comparable desktop-style tech-
niques.60 Further studies of this type are needed.

Expanding 3D UI Research’s Focus
As noted earlier, the definition of 3D interaction 
isn’t limited to interaction with VR. But research 
on 3D UIs for non-VR systems has been limited. 
So, the second proposed research direction is to 
expand the focus of 3D UI research—to actively 
look for areas where interaction is problematic and 
determine whether 3D UIs are a good fit.

The most obvious example comes from the gam-
ing world. Typical gaming systems use TVs or com-
puter monitors to display 2D or 3D graphics and 
use handheld controllers, mice, or keyboards for 
input. But the wildly successful Nintendo Wii has 
showed that games aren’t limited to this type of 
interaction; indeed, adding spatial interaction can 
dramatically change and improve the gameplay 
experience. Clearly, the opportunity exists for 3D 
UI research to help determine what forms of 3D 
interaction are best suited for gamers.

Another opportunity relates to the growing 
number of large displays in public places (for ex-
ample, airport information displays), visualiza-
tion centers (for example, high-resolution display 
walls), and homes (for example, home theater 
setups). Often, these displays are passive, simply 
providing visual information to people near the 
display. But in some instances, users desire or need 
to interact with the information on the display. In 
an airport, for example, travelers might wish to get 
more detailed information about their flights. In 
a visualization center, analysts must zoom, pan, 
rotate, query, cluster, or annotate the visualized 
data sets. At home, users need to control all their 
multimedia devices.
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In addition, most of these large displays are re-
mote, meaning that the user can’t easily walk up 
and touch them. These displays also must support 
users who are walking past them, sitting on a sofa, 
or standing in front of them. These characteris-
tics make desktop-style or touch-screen interfaces 
impractical.

With spatial input in 3D UIs, users will be 
able to interact with these large remote displays 
while standing up and walking around and while 
distant from the display, without requiring tra-
ditional 2D input devices. With computer vision 
advances, users might not require any input de-
vice at all, instead interacting directly with free-
hand gestures in empty space. For example, we’re 
investigating the design of spatial gestures for 
menu selection on remote displays61 (see Figure 
7a) and for precise object selection and manip-
ulation on high-resolution remote displays (see 
Figure 7b). These examples don’t use immersive 
VR displays; most of them display only 2D data. 
We believe this is a promising area for 3D UI re-
searchers to explore.

Moving Forward
The 3D UI research community has a broad base of 
knowledge about the design and evaluation of 3D 
interaction, but this hasn’t yet resulted in a high 
level of real-world impact. The two strategies de-
scribed here will change that situation, making that 
research more relevant to real-world problems.

We hope these pieces serve as an introduc-
tion to the field for those new to 3D UIs 

and as a source of interesting research problems 
for those already in the field. 
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